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First law of magnetism: opposite poles attract.Single mom Vivian has been burned by love once
before, and her job as a divorce lawyer has presented enough evidence to convince her there
are no good men left in New York City.The worst offender is her new neighbor: Dr. Lucas Keller, a
couple’s therapist whose piercing blue eyes and flawless dark hair are just as annoying as his
bad temper. And when Lucas starts poaching Vivian’s clients by saving their marriages, she
makes it her mission to force him out of the building to save her practice.But it’s Lucas who gives
her the perfect opportunity when he proposes an unexpected bet. With their offices at stake,
Vivian and Lucas play the field of love in a fierce battle of wits that quickly turns hot and
personal, especially when Vivian’s daughter gets involved. Now, taking down Lucas has become
more than business for Vivian. It’s become a pleasure—and soon, Vivian and Lucas will realize
how pointless it is to fight the laws of attraction.A fun, neighbors to lovers romantic comedy filled
with heart. Be ready to laugh and swoon. Chick Lit PostCamilla Isley at her very best: funny,
touching, and the banter and chemistry between to the two leads is a sheer pleasure to read.
Rachel Random ReadsThe fast-paced witty romantic disasterly mayhem behind Opposites
Attract kept me going, from page one until I was done, and if I could give this battle of wits six
stars, I really would! Chick Lit CentralHilarious, fun read–thoroughly enjoyable! Get ready for
laugh out loud encounters. A heartwarming romance to leave you laughing. Splashes Into
BooksThis is a lighthearted romantic comedy. The battle of wits is full of hilarious twists. The
perfect book to escape with. Jane HuntOpposites Attract is a fun and warm enemies-to-lovers. A
lovely, fun, and witty contemporary romance. Lu Reviews BooksLighthearted and heartwarming
this is a funny and endearing romance. Everywhere and NowhereVivian and Lucas are such
opposites that there is plenty of humour to be had, in true romcom fashion. A real cheerer-up of
a book. In short: A lively romcom where the sparks fly! Books, Life and EverythingI was wiping
tears away, so much was I laughing! This story was not only hilarious, but it was also full of sweet
moments! Tizi’s Book ReviewFantastically fun, feel good, laugh out loud romcom! Berit Talks
BooksA hate to love trope done really well. Proud Book ReviewsA romantic, fun filled book. With
a multitude of hilarious dates. Camilla Isley at her comedic best–I was laughing out loud! The
Comfy ChairCamila Isley has got to have the best meet cutes ever! I just love reading romcoms
where I get to experience the characters' perspectives and this was so delightful, funny, cute and
so uplifting. Nurse BookieComedy, word play and slapstick. Uplifting, heartwarming and laugh-
out-loud funny. Ceri's Lil BlogA delight to read with a lot of laugh out loud moments. Opposites
Attract is a hilarious and witty romantic story. Damsel In The BooklandCamilla always puts a
smile on my face with her easy writing style, great sense of humor and fabulously romantic
stories. A good romcom, entertaining, and sweet. Reading TonicOpposites Attract is a quick, fun
and flirty read which touched my heart and made me giggle and smile. Romcom staples in my
book! Tangents and TissuesIf you read and loved The Hating Game you would love this. I do
love an enemies to lovers story. Fab, fun, flirty, full of great chemistry and has two brilliant



characters. Plus you will not stop laughing. ReadpeaThe quintessential enemies-to-lovers who
perform a hilarious and frustrating angry/attraction dance that just keeps getting better and
better. A charming and fun romantic comedy full of many LOL moments. The Eclectic ReviewA
funny and sweet read. Varietats
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1by Camilla IsleyThis is a work of fiction. Names, characters, businesses, places, events, and
incidents either are products of the author’s imagination or are used fictitiously. Any resemblance
to actual events or locales or persons, living or dead, is entirely coincidental.Copyright Pink
Bloom Press 2020All rights reserved. No part of this eBook may be reproduced, or stored in a
retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including
photocopying, recording, or otherwise, without express permission in writing of the author.This
eBook is licensed for your personal enjoyment only. This eBook may not be re-sold or given
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your own copy. Thank you for respecting the hard work of this author.Get a Free BookWant to
read Love Connection for free? Download this second chance at first love romance when you
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Love SeriesAlso by Camilla IsleyAbout the AuthorAcknowledgmentsOneLucasA woman in a red
coat rushes in front of me in the subway station, cutting me off at the yellow line marking the end
of the platform. Chivalry prevents me from protesting aloud or asserting my right to board the
train first and compels me to pause for a second to let her pass.It’s one second too many.The
moment she steps into the subway car, the doors slide shut and the train begins to move,
leaving me behind gaping like an idiot at the beautiful profile of the woman in red who stole my
ride. I barely have time to take in the regular curve of her nose, heart-shaped mouth, and dark
hair swept back in a bun before the train gathers speed and they both disappear into the tunnel
ahead.On the ceiling, the subway monitor informs me another train is due in ten minutes. Fingers
crossed it’ll be on time; otherwise, I’m going to be late, and I can’t afford to be. I’ve spent months
hunting for a new office, ever since the rent on my current space skyrocketed and I had no
choice but to cancel the lease. But so far, I’ve had no luck. All the places I’ve seen were out of
my budget or not to my taste—as in, they wouldn’t be to any sane human being’s taste, unless
they favored dingy holes with no light, no windows, stained walls, and fifty-year-old carpet.And
the clock’s ticking—not just to get to my appointment, but to find a new place, too, as I have to
move out of my office next week. In short, I have everything staked on the newly-renovated
business complex I’m supposed to be visiting in less than an hour, assuming I can make it to



Brooklyn Heights in time.Luckily, the next train pulls into the station on the dot, and, with no other
corner-cutters in heels before me, I hop in first and even find an empty seat.Aha.Now I can get to
my appointment on time, and I don’t have to grab onto an overhead handle while being jostled
right and left, as that red-wearing woman is surely doing right now.Despite the unexpected
setback, I reach my destination with fifteen minutes to spare; just enough time to grab a quick
breakfast first. I find a Starbucks in my path that’s surprisingly not too busy, so I step in and give
the female barista my standard order.“Tall cappuccino, double espresso shot, easy on the foam.
And a donut, please.”“Right away, sir.” The young woman behind the counter smiles at me.
“Could I have your name, please?”“Lucas,” I say. “Luke is fine.”Her smile widens. “Luke it is.” The
barista rings up my order, and frowns. “I’m sorry, sir, it looks like we’re out of donuts. Could I get
you anything else to eat?”Disappointed, I take a quick look at the bakery display. “A blueberry
muffin is okay, thanks.”I pay and move to the other end of the line to wait for my drink. In my
peripheral vision, I catch a flash of red and turn toward it… And why am I not surprised to see a
heart-shaped mouth bite down on a mouthwatering, double-glazed donut?What should’ve been
my donut.Looking away from both woman and pastry, I try to convince myself the muffin is going
to taste just as delicious as the donut.It won’t.When my cappuccino is ready, I move outside,
since it’s a sunny day none too cold for March in New York. I hate eating and walking, so I sit at
one of the metal tables and sniff the muffin.Mmm.Halfway through my first bite, the woman in red
leaves the coffee shop. She strolls down the street without a care in the world. Her coat flaps
open as she walks, revealing a black skirt suit underneath. The skirt is so tight it forces her to
take small steps, while her black stiletto heels make a click-clack sound as they hit the
concrete.That queue-jumping, donut-stealing witch. I hope I’ll never see her again.I finish my
breakfast and check my watch. Time to go.The address Leslie—my new real estate agent, and
the girlfriend of my best friend, Garrett—gave me brings me to one of those industrial
rehabilitations. Before the area was gentrified, the complex must’ve been a factory now turned
into lofts and offices. I take to the place at once, liking that history dwells within these walls and
that the building isn’t a brand-new high-rise with no soul.In the entry hall, I check in at the
reception and they direct me to take the elevator to the third floor. The elevator is another
surprise. Whoever remodeled this lot has an impeccable sense of style and kept the old freight
machine instead of opting for a new, shiny metal box that would’ve clashed with the retro,
historical vibe of the structure. The interior has been refurbished to transport people with a
polished casing, while the metal frame has a distressed paint effect easily recognizable as a
design choice rather than spontaneous wear and tear. Admittedly, the journey to the top is on the
slower side, but, hey, one can’t have everything.Once the elevator stops, I step out on the small
landing facing three doors. On my left, a double set of industrial metal and glass doors is half-
open. Behind its panes, white desks equipped with monitors fill the space. The office seems
already running and busy. A bronze plate informs me these are the headquarters of Inceptor
Magazine. Never heard of it. Must be some kind of hip startup, judging from how young and
trendy its working force looks.In front of me, there’s a closed wooden door—less glamorous than



the glass one but more practical, perhaps. And, on the left, Leslie is coming out of a similar,
regular wooden door.“Lucas.” Her bright smile falters as she spots me, and my heart sinks with a
surefire realization: I’m too late. “I’m so sorry,” she says. “But I’ve just rented out the office I
wanted to show you.”My shoulders sag, and because I must be a masochist, I glance beyond
the wide-open door to get a peek at the space I’m sure would’ve been perfect.Instead, I catch
sight of a woman in a red coat bent over the single piece of furniture in the room—a white desk—
as she signs the lease to my dream office.Oh, hell no!I barge in. “Not you again,” I say.The
woman jolts and straightens up. She turns to me, holding the papers in one hand and the pen in
the other.Big brown eyes set on me with a glint of curiosity. “I’m sorry,” she says. “Do we know
each other?”“No, but you cut in front of me on the subway this morning, making me miss the
train. Then you ate the last donut at Starbucks. And now you’re stealing my dream office.”The
woman in red doesn’t so much as blink. “I’ve no idea what you’re talking about. But I know that
as of a minute ago, I’m officially leasing this space, which means you’re trespassing on private
property.” She calmly replaces the cap to the pen and drops it on the table, brandishing her
papers at me. “So, I suggest you show yourself out before I call the police.”My mouth gapes
open. It takes all my self-control not to utter any of the many rude retorts streaming through my
mind.The woman walks up to me and stops, adding, “If I could make a suggestion, though,
screaming at strangers isn’t a super healthy way to cope with your frustrations. Maybe you
should see a therapist about anger management.”I glare at her. “I am a therapist!”“Really?” She
scoffs. “I presume you don’t help people deal with self-control, though.”“I’m a couples’ therapist
for your information.”“Well, I hope this is not how you treat your clients.”With one last haughty
stare, she exits the office and entrusts the signed lease to Leslie, who stashes it away into the
black leather folder she’s holding in her arms.Then, to my utter surprise, they hug.“Thank you,
Lee,” the woman in red says. “This space will be perfect for my law practice.”“Glad I could help.”
Leslie smiles, and hands her evil client a set of keys. “These are officially yours.”Sporting a smug
smile, the donut thief walks back to the door and pointedly stares me down. I’m still in her office;
I’ve been petrified in here ever since Medusa put her eyes on me. I let out one last, defeated
scoff and storm out of her precious private property. She locks the door, gives Leslie another
quick side hug, saying, “I’ll see you tomorrow.” And then she’s gone.The moment the elevator
disappears, I ask, “You know that witch?”“Hey,” Leslie says. “Vivian is one of my best
friends.”Vivian. So, the Gorgon has a name. “What kind of law does she practice?”“She’s a
divorce attorney.”A Marriage Terminator, why doesn’t that surprise me?“I’m sorry she snatched
up the corner office,” Leslie continues. “But I’m sure we can find you another place.”“Leslie,
please tell me you have something decent to show me today, right now. I only have a week left to
move.”I’ve only recently switched to Leslie as a real estate agent, since my old agency could not
deliver, and it isn’t fair to put so much pressure on her, but I’m desperate.“As it happens”—Leslie
shifts the black leather folder to a one-arm hold, and uses her free hand to fish a fresh set of
keys out of her bag—“the office next door is still available. But you should know all the lots in this
building are going fast.”She unlocks the middle door. “Not a corner office like you wanted, but it’s



spacious and bright.”I follow her inside and assess the space. Not bad. The back wall is made of
windows, in the same distressed metal and glass theme I’ve seen around the entire building,
and light pours in, leaving no dark corners. Still, compared to the office next door, this is a poor
facsimile.I close my eyes to remove from my mind any memory of the adjoining space. Instead, I
concentrate on all the sad hovels I’ve visited in these past few months. When put into
perspective, it’s a no brainer.“I’ll take it,” I say to Leslie.“Really? Wonderful! Sign the papers, and
the lease is yours. You can move in right away. And, good news—the rent is lower for this office.”I
would’ve gladly forked over the extra bucks for the corner office, but let’s concentrate on the
positives. Except for the questionable neighbor, this place is perfect.TwoVivianFreight elevator.
I’m not a fan of this feature of my new office building. Slow, lumbering… But at least they’re
spacious enough that Tegan and I can move all my stuff upstairs in one journey. Hiring a moving
company would’ve been easier, but those are expensive, and I have a specific storing system. I
couldn’t risk them messing up my files. So, elbow grease it is.“Mom,” Tegan wines as she hauls
one of the last boxes into the elevator. “You promised today would be fun.”“We’re almost done,
honey,” I say. “And then we can go get ice cream like we do every Saturday.”She drops the box to
the elevator floor, still with the long face. “I’m not five anymore, you know?”Don’t I? At fifteen, my
daughter is in that weird phase of life where she’s not yet a woman but is no longer a kid. But to
me, she’ll always be my baby. And we’re going to keep the tradition of Saturday morning ice
creams alive for as long as she’ll allow it—even under protest.“Wait here,” I say, heading for the
front doors that lead out to the street. “And make sure the elevator stays put.”Before exiting, I
pause, checking behind my shoulder to see if Tegan has blocked the doors like I asked. And
there she is, leaning against the doorframe in her faded jeans, white sneakers, and a flannel
shirt. Dark-blonde hair loose on her shoulders, arms crossed over her chest, and a slight frown
complete the teenage-fantastic look.I tear my eyes from my sulky daughter and quickly cross the
street to where I’ve parked the small truck we rented for the big move today. But instead of one, I
find two identical trucks parked next to each other. I’m not even sure which one is mine, until I
spot the driver still behind the wheel of the truck on the left. The man is tall, even sitting down,
with a distinctive mop of curly dark hair, blazing blue eyes, and a chiseled face that’d be hard to
forget. He’s the crazy guy who barged into my new office two days ago, a minute after I’d signed
the lease, accusing me of everything that ever went wrong with his life.What is he doing here?
Keeping to the side opposite of him, I close the distance to my van. Let’s hope he won’t spot me
so I can dodge another unpleasant exchange. Also, I don’t want him to see me in jeans,
sneakers, and an old sweater. When I go into battle, I prefer to wear my lawyer armor, and for my
shoes to be spikey. Especially because the fool must’ve decided it’d be a good idea to move
offices while wearing another impeccably tailored suit—navy blue like the one he had on the
other day. Rude and impractical. What an idiot.Luck isn’t on my side, though.The moment I
unlock the rental vehicle and its lights blink to life, the man rolls down his window and yells, “Hi,
hello, sorry to bother you, but I’m stuck. I can’t open the door enough to get out. Could you
please move your truck to the left a little? You have space.”I pick up the last box from the rear of



the van and circle back to the front, this time walking directly into his line of sight. “Sorry,” I say,
watching with gusto as his blue eyes widen in recognition. “But I have an elevator full of boxes
and I can’t keep it busy all morning.”A flash of challenge blazes across his eyes, but it quickly
disappears. He must have realized he can’t yell at me again and expect me to do him a favor.
Time to eat some humble pie, Mr. Stuck.His Adam’s apple bobs up and down in one dismayed
swallow.Ah, bet that pill tasted bitter.True to expectations, his voice is polite-verging-on-pleading
as he speaks next. “Please, it’d only take you a minute to move the truck.”“Sorry,” I repeat, using
my most civil tone. “I can’t help you. But I’m sure you can find another parking spot somewhere.”I
turn on my heel and stroll back into the building, not sparing the man a second glance. Guess he
should’ve thought about paying it forward with kindness before he started asking for favors.
What goes around always comes around, buddy.“What took you so long?” Tegan accuses the
moment I drop the last box on top of all the others.“Nothing, honey, we’re good to go,” I say,
pushing the button to the third floor.The ride takes forever, and when the doors finally open, I
place a big box in the middle to keep them from closing. Without wasting time, Tegan and I begin
hauling boxes out of the elevator and into my new office. I only need to move everything inside
today; I’ll come back tomorrow alone to sort and organize. I’ll also have to put together the new
furniture, which came in suspiciously tiny packages that promise an assembling hell.We’re
halfway through the moving when an Indian woman clad in all black—jeans, sweatshirt, beanie—
with combat boots to match comes up the stairs, panting. She can’t be much older than Tegan;
twenty-three to twenty-five, tops, would be my guess.“Oh, that’s why the elevator isn’t working,”
she says.“Hi, sorry,” I reply. “I’m trying to make it as quick a job as possible.”See? I’m already
disrupting the building’s services as it is. I couldn’t have possibly kept the elevator locked any
longer to move the truck.And why am I still thinking about that man and his problems?I’m not. He
couldn’t be further from my thoughts.“You must be our new neighbor,” she says, extending a
hand. “I’m Indira. Nice to meet you.”I shake her hand. “Vivian Hessington. Nice to meet you, too.
This is my daughter, Tegan.”Tegan gives Indira that cool, indifferent nod that all teenagers seem
to have perfected.“You gals need help?” Indira offers.“No, thank you, I wouldn’t want to trouble
you.”“No trouble at all,” Indira assures me. “I only came in on a Saturday because I forgot my
phone charger last night. I’ll grab it real quick and be back in a sec,” she adds, and then
disappears through the wide metal and glass doors opposite to my office.Two minutes later, she
joins Tegan and me in moving boxes, chairs, and filing cabinets.“Seems like today is the official
move-in day for half the building, uh?” Indira says between runs.“What do you mean?” I
ask.“Another guy down in the lobby is hauling in a bunch of boxes. He was waiting for the
elevator, too, I think.”My heart sinks. It doesn’t take a genius to figure out that horrible man
must’ve rented a space in this building. All the dots line up. That basket case wanted my office,
and Lee is his real estate agent. Plus, what else would he be doing here with an ill-parked
moving truck?I eye the middle door suspiciously. Let’s hope he’s at least on another floor.I’ve just
carried the last box out of the elevator when my unspoken wish is crushed, as Mr. Impractical
comes up the stairs with a carton box in his hands. Our eyes meet across the landing, and he



gives me the stare of death. I glare right back at him, waiting until he drops his gaze.Men, I’ve
found, can be a lot like wolves; you have to show them who the alpha is right away.Mr. Blue Eyes
struggles to get his keys out of his pants pocket while holding the box in his hands, until after a
few long seconds, he comes to the obvious conclusion that he should drop the box first, and
then open the door. He’s finally turning the key in the lock when Tegan shuffles out of my new
office, calling, “Are we done yet, Mom?”The man’s hand stops mid-motion, and I witness the
usual reaction take place on his face as he turns to me. His eyes and mouth widen in surprise at
finding out I have a teenage daughter, and then a small frown appears as he no doubt starts
making calculations.She must’ve been barely eighteen when she had her, I can practically hear
him thinking.Nineteen, for your information, I silently snap inside my head.To his credit, he’s
quicker than most to hide the shock and compose his features back to normal.Indira comes out
of my new office next, defusing whatever unspoken tension has passed between me and that
man. “You’re on this floor, too!” she says to him with a wide smile. “We’re finally a complete family.
Great, we were getting lonely all by ourselves here on third.” She points at her office.The man
finishes unlocking his door and then moves closer to us, offering his hand to Indira.“Dr. Lucas
Keller,” he says.What a tame name for someone with such a bad temper.They shake hands, and
he does the same with Tegan next. When my turn comes, he pointedly drops the friendly hand to
his side.Both Indira and Tegan stare at us questioningly, so I explain, “We’ve met already.”Lucas
nods, acknowledging our mutual dislike once again with the downturn of his mouth.“I’d better get
a move on.” He waves politely at the other two and goes back to his box, bending ninety degrees
to pick it up and regaling the three of us with a view of white men’s boxer shorts peeking through
a tear in the backside of his pants.Indira is the quickest to recover. “Hey, Luke, not sure if you
know, but you’ve ripped your pants. We can see the whole jolly family from over here.”Lucas’ first
reaction is to stand up abruptly and ridiculously turn in half circles while trying to catch sight of
his bum and failing miserably. The next step, however, is to glare at me.Oh, I’d like to see how
he’s going to blame this on me.Lucas promptly explains, “I must’ve ripped them while exiting my
van through the window because someone refused to move her truck and let me get out the
normal way.”All sugar and sweetness, I say, “Perhaps you ought to learn how to park before you
rent a truck.” I give his preposterous suit a quick once-over. “Or wear more practical clothes
when engaging in manual labor.”Dr. Keller just stands there gaping at me, rage simmering in
those strikingly blue eyes.“Come on, Tegan,” I quickly add, before this can turn into another
heated argument. “Let’s go get that ice cream.”I lock my door and call for the elevator that has
wandered to some other floor in the meantime. Tegan and Indira wait by my side.“It was nice to
meet you,” Lucas says, addressing his remark to them, and then disappears inside his hole.Why,
of all the possible office neighbors, did I have to end up next to a grumpy ogre? By the time I
come into work on Monday, he’ll probably have riddled the landing with wooden “Stay Out” and
“Beware Ogre” signs like Shrek. I imagine his face all green and laugh to myself as I enter the
elevator and push the ground floor button. Lucas Keller might look nothing like an ogre, but he
sure behaves like one. Maybe he’s a reverse Shrek: handsome on the outside and ugly on the



inside.“The new neighbor is pretty easy on the eyes,” Indira comments.Ah, she’s noticed. Good
thing I’ve had an early show of his awful personality and can’t be fooled by the handsome face.I
shrug at the comment, indifferent.But Indira insists, “Maybe a bit too old for me; I steer clear of
anyone above thirty.” And she eyes me suggestively.How did she guess I’m single? Is it written
on my forehead in big letters?“I’m not looking for a relationship,” I say.Especially not with entitled
egomaniacs, I add in my head. But there’s no need to share my opinion on the man in question,
since Indira has already ruled him out due to old age.Aha. Bite the bullet, Mr. Ripped
Pants.ThreeLucasMonday morning, I’m all settled into my new office and have opened up shop.
This office, besides being more affordable, is also smaller than my previous one. But since my
beloved secretary, Agatha, retired, I’ve switched to a virtual assistant, saving money and space.
Like most New Yorkers, I’ve had to cut square footage down to the bones. It’s the philosophy of
this entire building, with a shared concierge and communal waiting area on the ground floor.My
first clients are the Newmans, a couple in their late thirties who I’m meeting for the first time.
From how they’ve been talking to each other so far, I’ll be seeing a lot more of them in the
upcoming weeks.“You know, Doctor,” Mr. Newman says, “that women on average use three
times as many words as men.”“We shouldn’t make this a battle about gender,” I say, as Mrs.
Newman rolls her eyes and retorts, “That’s because we have to constantly repeat
ourselves!”“Oh, sorry,” Mr. Newman snaps, “it must be my brain filtering you out in a valiant
attempt to protect me from your yapping orders all day long.” He mimics the blah-blah-blah hand
gesture. “Yap, yap, yap.”“How? You’re never around,” Mrs. Newman seethes, then turns to me.
“You know what he does, Doctor? He pretends he has to work late every night, but I know he’s
lying. He can’t be having a crisis every single day, it doesn’t make sense. Unless he’s having an
affair, of course. Last week, I called his secretary, and she said he’d left already, but he didn’t
come home until two hours later. No traffic is that bad.”Mr. Newman completely disregards the
accusation and stares at me with a satisfied grin. “See, Dr. Keller, I won this one.” He makes the
hand gesture again. “Yap, yap, yap… It never ends.”I take a deep breath. “Mr. Newman, this isn’t
about winning. You and your wife are on the same team. If she loses, you lose, too. Part of
counseling is to go back to a win-win mentality. But before we can do that, we need to re-
establish trust. Mr. Newman, please respond truthfully: Are you having an affair?”The husband
scoffs, clearly offended. “No.”I sigh in relief. Without a third person involved, my job will be a lot
easier.“Okay,” I say. “Are you pretending to work late to avoid being at home?”He
hesitates.“Please be honest,” I encourage. “This is a safe space to share.”He nods. “Yes.”His wife
turns on him, mouth gaping open, ready to attack, but I silence her with a raised hand.“Thank
you for being forthright, Mr. Newman. Now we finally have a starting point. Could you please
explain to us, in your own words, why you don’t want to spend time at home?”Mr. Newman shifts
uncomfortably in his chair. “Whenever I’m in the house, I’m either treated like the handyman or
an unwanted guest. We never talk about anything interesting anymore. I wouldn’t even know why
she’d want me home.”“Why would you feel like an unwanted guest?” Mrs. Newman asks.“You’re
always busy running after the kids, and never pay me any attention—”“That’s not true—”“All



right,” I say. “Let’s put a pin in the discussion. The issue is clear, and the good news is, it’s fixable.
To start, I want you both to think about an activity you enjoyed doing together when you first
met.”The troubled couple considers my request for a few moments, until Mrs. Newman says, “Art.
We could spend hours talking about an exhibition when we were in college.”“Art, great.” I smile.
“That’s fantastic. Starting this week, I want you to institute an artistic date night. Visit the Met,
pick a floor, a time period, and go to dinner afterward. Just the two of you, phones off.”“What if
something happens to the kids?” Mrs. Newman asks.“If you prefer not to turn off your phone,
then put it on ‘do not disturb.’ Set your home number or the babysitter’s as the only calls that can
get through.”“I can do that?” Mrs. Newman mustn’t be very techy. “How?”“I can show you,” I
offer.“No need, Doctor, I can teach her later,” her husband says. Look at them—already working
together, and they haven’t even left my office yet.“Great,” I say, and peek at the clock mounted on
the wall behind the Newmans. “I’m afraid our time has run out.”We all stand up, and I escort them
to the door.At the landing, I stop on the threshold while they call the elevator.“Art date night,” I
repeat. “Let’s try it out, and next week we can discuss how it went.”We say our goodbyes, and I
go back to my desk to write a few notes while the session is still fresh in my mind.But I haven’t
sat down for five minutes when a riot starts outside.“Diana! DIANA!” a man is shouting. “Let me
see her!”I get up again and poke my head out on the landing to find a bald guy with a flourishing
mustache, dressed in a tweed suit, knocking desperately on the corner office’s door.“Excuse
me,” I say. “What is all this racket?”The man points at the door. “She’s forbidding me to see my
wife.”As if he’d used the magic summoning words, the door flies open and The Wicked Witch of
the West Office emerges in the flesh. “I’m not preventing anyone from doing anything, Mr.
Cavendish,” she says coldly. “Your wife doesn’t want to see you.”Ms. Vivian Hessington, Esquire,
is back to wearing a skirt suit—burgundy today, pencil skirt as tight as ever—high heels, and that
severe bun on top of her head; must be her lawyer uniform. I preferred her in the casual clothes
of the weekend—correction, I don’t prefer her in any guise, because she’s the most aggravating
woman in the world.“Of course,” I scoff. I should’ve known she was responsible for the
commotion.Medusa turns the stare of death on me. “Found good parking today?” She doesn’t
leave me time to reply before she returns her attention to the poor bastard she’s torturing. “Mr.
Cavendish, it is useless to bring reinforcements.” She pointedly stares at me. “The cavalry won’t
help you.”“No, listen.” I raise my hands. “I’m not involved. I was trying to work in my office when
this pandemonium started.”She ignores my comment and crosses her arms on her chest. “Mr.
Cavendish, unless you want me to ask for a restraining order, I suggest you leave.”“A restraining
order? But for what? I just want to talk to my wife. Diana, Diana, I’m sorry. I love you.”From
somewhere inside the corner office, his wife mumbles, “He sounds sincere.”The witch’s nostrils
flare. “He only wants to pay less alimony, trust me, Mrs. Cavendish.”“No,” the man insists. “I don’t
want to pay any alimony, because I don’t want a divorce.”Mr. Cavendish really does sound
sincere, so, despite my better judgment, I get involved. “Let them talk,” I suggest. “If there’s a
chance they could resolve their issues, why prevent it?”Medusa crosses the hall to the elevator
and pushes the call button. “There’s no chance,” she says. “Mrs. Cavendish has decided.”Once



the machine arrives, she opens the metal grate door, showing the poor man the inside. “Now, I
suggest you leave, Mr. Cavendish, this is private property. Unless you want me to add stalking to
the list of grounds for the proceedings.”The dejected husband is ready to give up, when I once
again intervene. “No need to leave, Mr. Cavendish. You’re my guest, you’re not trespassing.”He
falters on the elevator doorstep.“Get in,” the witch orders, “or I’ll have no choice but to call the
police.”So it isn’t just me; Medusa likes to terrorize everyone. To hell with the police and the
private property. This is now equally about helping Mr. Cavendish and sticking it to Miss High-
And-Mighty.The threat, however, is enough to scare the poor bastard for good, and he gets into
the elevator. And since I’m already too invested in the drama, I follow him inside. “Mr. Cavendish,
why don’t you come to my office and explain the situation to me, and we can see if we might find
a solution.”While I’m distracted with talking, the witch reaches inside and pushes the Lobby
button. Medusa pulls the grate door closed, setting the elevator in motion.I glare at her, and she
gives me a one-handed goodbye wave, smirking with satisfaction as we disappear into the
bowels of the building.There’s no way I’m giving up that easily. I push the stop button. The freight
machine bumps to a halt between floors. I push the third-floor button, but nothing happens. Uh
oh.Mr. Cavendish’s breath turns ragged as he asks, “It isn’t working?”He looks pale and sweaty
and is rolling a finger inside the collar of his dress-shirt as if to loosen it.“Are you claustrophobic,
Mr. Cavendish?”“Yes. No. A little.”***Mr. Cavendish ends up being carried away on a stretcher
forty-five minutes later, still in the throes of a claustrophobia-induced panic attack. After the
elevator stopped, I had to call the building superintendent to come free us, and it took a
while.The paramedics carry Mr. Cavendish into an ambulance and perform a few basic checks.
Meanwhile, I sag on a bench outside the building, tilt my face up to the sun, and close my eyes
for a second.A click to my right makes me blink and turn toward the source of the noise. The
teenage daughter of the Wicked Witch of the West Office has sat down beside me and is
holding a pale pink Polaroid camera in her hands.“Hi,” I say.“Hey,” she says back, and, jerking her
chin toward the now-departing ambulance, she asks, “Did Mom do that?”“Why? People often
leave her office on a stretcher?”The daughter flashes me a wide, wicked-but-candid grin that I
could imagine mirrored on her mother’s face if the woman ever smiled.“Only the male kind,” she
says.I shake my head and smile back. “You don’t seem as prejudiced against my gender. Tegan,
is it?”She nods, then shrugs. “I’d better go. We’re supposed to have lunch together, and I don’t
want to be late or Mom will go ballistic.”That gives me pause. “Shouldn’t you be in
school?”“Today’s a half-day. The teachers hold this meeting once a year on how to be better at
their jobs.”“That sounds like a great initiative.”“It sucks. The great project usually adds up to two
weeks full of stupid, newfangled teaching methods that don’t work and will be dropped in no
time. But, hey, I got to skip Calculus, so I’m not complaining.”“Really?” I laugh. “What was the
weirdest thing they made you do?”Tegan’s lips curl up. “Last year, Mrs. Robison decided we
should all cosplay Shakespeare to get us more involved… But, like, not just in class. In real life.
Bunch of teenagers walking around dressed in 15th century clothes… Didn’t last long, let me tell
you.” She shrugs and stands up. “I gotta go now.”“I’ll walk in with you,” I say, getting up from the



bench. Can’t buy lunch if I don’t have my wallet, which I inconveniently left on my desk
upstairs.In the lobby, I eye the elevator suspiciously. After spending nearly an hour locked in that
cage, I’m not keen on repeating the experience. No matter how “fixed” the superintendent claims
the elevator now is.So, with a friendly nod, I leave Tegan in front of the grate doors, saying, “I’ll
take the stairs.”She waves goodbye, showing more friendliness in her pinkie than the sum of her
mother’s entire being.In my office, I find my laptop still open on my session notes. Right. In all the
excitement, I’d nearly forgotten about the Newmans. I’d better finish the notes before I take my
lunch break.Unfortunately, as I sit at the desk, my brain refuses to concentrate on the Newmans.
It keeps going back to the woman next door and her daughter.Tegan must be fifteen or sixteen—
which, unless her mother has an excellent plastic surgeon, means Medusa must’ve had her
when she was a teen. Eighteen, nineteen at max.I wonder if there’s a father in the picture. From
the brief interaction I witnessed on Saturday, their dynamic spoke of a consolidated duo. I’d bet
my right hand there’s no dad. Why? What happened? Is that why Miss Attorney has such a bone
to pick with men?My phone rings, interrupting my musings. It’s Garrett, my best friend.“Hey,
buddy, what’s up?” I ask.“Luke, I did it! I asked Leslie to marry me last night. We’re
engaged!”“Whoa, man, congratulations!”“Thanks, dude, it was a long time coming. And you
were right, it was stupid to be scared. Leslie is my best friend and I’m lucky to have her.”Garrett
has been hinting he might propose for months now, but I thought he was still too terrified of
commitment to actually pop the question. Apparently not.“Want to grab a beer tonight,
celebrate?” I ask.“Yeah, man. But we’re also hosting an informal engagement party Saturday
night at our house. You’re coming, right?”“Sure, what time?”“Six. Sorry, Luke, gotta bounce, lot of
calls to make. Catch you later at the Full Shilling?” he asks, naming our favorite pub for after-
work drinks. “Usual time?”“Perfect, later, man,” I say, and hang up.Garrett is like a brother to me,
and I’m thrilled his relationship with Leslie has hit such an important milestone. Still, I can’t help
feeling a little wistful, and my mind inevitably drifts to Brenda. My ex-girlfriend of two years, who
was offered a promotion in Chicago six months ago and didn’t even bother to ask me if I’d
consider moving before she packed up and left. New job, new life, new boyfriend, probably.It was
a blow, not gonna lie. I pride myself on being good at reading people, and always preach to my
clients to be attentive to their partners’ feelings. With Brenda, I failed on both counts. I was blind
to what was going on in my backyard. Which has led to another instance of me not practicing
what I preach. I haven’t been on a date ever since Brenda left me. I’ve refused all subtle and not-
so-subtle offers from my parents—mostly Mom, admittedly—and friends to set me up with that
perfect relative/friend/vague acquaintance they just knew I’d hit it off with. Online dating isn’t for
me, too prosaic. And I haven’t met anyone the old-fashioned way. But Garrett’s announcement
has stirred a dormant longing. Life is short. I shouldn’t waste it pining after someone who tossed
me aside with no regrets. Time to move on. Yeah, I might be ready to jump back on the
proverbial horse.Right, next time someone offers to set me up on a date, I vow to keep an open
mind.
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Lisa M. Mandina, “Fun and original story!. So this book was a little different in that usually the
male character is the a-hole that you don’t like. For me, it was the female main character, Vivian,
that it took me a while to warm up to. Yeah, I get all the issues she had in her past that made her
that way, but I feel like she was really rude and mean for a long time to Luke. However, I guess
that would fit into their stereotype careers, she was a divorce lawyer and he was a couples
counselor. But the enemies to lovers relationship definitely worked in this one, because it wasn’t
necessarily a lot of insta-attraction or insta-love to start with. I liked that aspect. There were a lot
of good extra parts to the story and that made it turn all really pretty good.I really enjoyed the
different dating disasters the two of them went on. Those were so funny, and so true to how
things seem to be in the dating world these days, or probably always have been that way. You
think this person is really good and someone you’ve connected with, but then they tell you how
they are flat-earthers or something like that. Or they bring their mom on the second date,
because if their mom doesn’t like you, it won’t work out.There was one or two kind of awkward
written moments for me in the book, the main one that keeps sticking out as I think about the
book is where the main characters says to herself that she’s glad the shirt covers her “buttocks”.
To me that is an awkward word for someone to be thinking about themselves. It also conjures up
when Forrest Gump explains where he got shot and I just hear his voice saying it. Other than
that, really it was a good read! And I’d be interested to see who else will be in future stories in
this new series.Oh, and I loved how the epilogue was done! Funny and cute!”

GmaT, “Lost sleep over this one. This should be a 5 rating but I took off 1 star for some of the
minor language issues. There were no "F" bombs or taking the Lord's name in vain however
there were some words I just don't like and usually don't read. That said this was a great book!
No sex which is a big plus for my reading preferences. The storyline was fantastic and had me
laughing throughout most of the book. There were of course some very serious issues dealt
with and handled well. All in all a "couldn't put down " book. Addition - I received the epilogue
and it was fantastic!  The resident cat and dog give their perspective!”

Honolulubelle, “From Contempt to Connubial. Favorite Quotes:Her eyes blaze with suppressed
anger, and in my head her haywire locks of hair have turned to actual snakes hissing at me for
how enraged she looks.“I create literary art. That requires time.” “Oh, okay, what do you write
about?” “It’s not so much what as it is how. The craftsmanship that goes behind sedulously
assembling words to produce a harmonious symphony of text.”My Review:This was a fun and
amusing read full of levity and humorous and unfortunate dating situations. I enjoyed the
comedy although I had trouble warming up to the character of Vivian as she was a typical lawyer
- rude, obnoxious, and arrogant on top of being petty and childish, hmm, in all honesty, I never
actually warmed up to the Vile Vivian. I adored Luscious Lucas as he was a sweet pussycat and



I pitied him being the continual recipient of Vivian’s wrath and short temper. Vivian was adept at
pushing all his buttons, but I think with her easily annoyed and antagonistic personality, she
would most likely try the patience of the great Mahatma Gandhi. They started off on the wrong
foot and their chance interactions were consistently and regrettably unlucky, although amusing
to behold. Their explosive chemistry led to sparks with a different type of heat by the story’s end
with lots of matchmaker dating mishaps, family drama, and misfires in between.”

Splashes Into Books, “Hilarious, highly entertaining and great romcom read!. Are you looking for
a story to put a smile on your face, even days after you've finished it? If so, grab yourself a copy
of this hilarious book - I'm still giggling at some memories of it days after finishing reading it!After
an antagonistic first few encounters, Vivian and Lucas find themselves working in offices next
door to each other . . . Everything about them seems to be about opposites -even their job roles
are the antithesis to each other as she's a divorce lawyer and he's a couple's therapist! When he
helps reconcile some of Viv's clients and even her daughter, Tegan, seems to be turning to him
for advice, Viv wants him gone and he wants the corner office she beat him to renting - and his
suggested bet could be just the ticket! Get ready for laugh out loud encounters, some very
strange dates, a teen who will prove as determined as her Mom and a heartwarming romance to
leave you laughing. Told from alternating viewpoints, you really get to know both Viv and Luke
and they're both brilliant characters.I suspect you might have noticed that I thoroughly enjoyed
this fun read. The couple's antics, their misunderstandings and dates all had me grinning.
There's everything from a fire escape rescue to flat earthers, best friends matchmaking and
peers exerting pressure in this delightful read. I highly recommend you grab yourself a copy,
especially if you want to escape into a fun read to take you away from our current lockdown
reality. Actually the epilogue is very different again and just adds another dimension to the story -
and lots more laughter, too!Thank you for my copy of this book which I have voluntarily read and
honestly reviewed.”

Gilbster, “Incredibly entertaining. Never has the phrase opposites been so completely apt. We
have the divorce lawyer and the couples counseller, and their outlooks on almost everything
seem to differ at least on the surface.From their initial meeting which is rather amusing, this
keeps up at a pace with them butting heads at every opportunity. They end up in offices next to
each other, it turns out their best friends have just got engaged and are wanting to matchmake.In
fact they persuade Vivian and Lucas to join the dating agency they used and we are treated to
all manner of hideous dates that were of course rather entertaining to the outside observer, or
reader!The story is told from alternating viewpoints, so we really get to know our two
protaganists, and I absolutely loved both of them. And Vivian's teenage daughter Tegan who is
rather key to the story and in getting Vivian to see past her first impressions of Lucas.This is
Camilla Isley at her very best, its funny, its touching, it has threads of a tricky storyline, and the
banter and chemistry between to the two leads is rather evident from the beginning and there is



even an unusual epilogue!It's just a sheer pleasure to read, and like I find with all of this authors
books, its a very quick and easy book to read, and I read it in two sittings, and the only time I was
parted from it, was while I was asleep! (The hazards of starting a book at 2am).This is just so
entertaining and I loved it a lot.”

LJ Nelson, “4 stars – Even witches and ogres deserve a HEA. First impressions are everything,
aren’t they?Well, let’s just say that Lucas and Vivian don’t get off to a very good start. Pfft...
Understatement of the century! *snorts*Could these two BE any more different? (Channelling
my best Chandler Bing impersonation – *shrugs* it seemed appropriate.) Lucas, couples’
therapist extraordinaire, slightly cantankerous when donut deprived, and dog lover. Vivian, kick-
ass divorce lawyer, slightly jaded when it comes to matters of the heart, single mum, and cat
lover.Things escalate quickly when a bet ensues (dating vs. office space – trust me, all will be
revealed) along with the hilarity. Talk about having a knack for pushing each other’s buttons! I
referred to these as the ‘red mist interludes’ *smirks*.Vivian’s daughter, Tegan, unexpectedly
brings them together where they have to find a way to get along for the greater good (cryptic
much?!). What is as plain as the nose on my face takes a while to sink in for this feisty duo.
What’s that phrase?! ‘They doth protest too much.’ *snorts* Oh yeah *nods* That good! I think
they were enjoying the banter too much.I really enjoy Camilla Isley’s writing and I was once
again sucked into the characters’ world she creates. OA is a quick, fun, and flirty read which
touched my heart and made me giggle and smile. Romcom staples in my book!Also, am I the
only one who can’t get Opposites Attract by Paula Abdul out of their head?!*shrugs* Huh? Just
me then...”

YvonneB, “Wonderful rom-com. If you are looking for a rom-com that provides a wonderful
escapism read then this is one that should be on your list.Lucas and Vivienne don't exactly hit it
off on their first encounter. She barges past him to get on the subway and he ends up missing
out on the office he had his eye on. As if his day hadn't got off to the ideal start, it then seems to
get worse.Having offices next door to each other doesn't make for the calmest and relaxing work
area. But as the title suggests, opposites attract, but do they really. It seems that every time
these two meet there is a barb. They do bury the hatchet in the form of a bet, the winner gets the
corner office, the other leaves the building.Now while there is some animosity between the two,
they are adults and a third party almost forces them to be civil to each other. There are some
serious moments and this adds more of a depth to the story. Overcoming problems of past and
present is something that the author has weaved into her story.I really enjoyed this tale and
devoured it easily in one evening. Quite a quick read but one that did have me sniggering as well
as giving me a lovely heartwarming feel. One for those looking for a bit of escapism in their
reading and one for the rom-com fans.”

The book by Camilla Isley has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 2,641 people have provided feedback.
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